
The guide under review differs from most in that it emphasizes bibliographic tools and techniques necessary for research, rather than stressing descriptions of journals, theories, etc. While such information is provided, it is not included at the expense of bibliographic information. Traditional topics, such as the card catalog, indexes/abstracts, bibliographies, and government documents, are discussed, as are archival research and computer literature searching.

Regarding the card catalog and government documents, one statement is somewhat misleading. Simpson indicates that "The only separately published items generally not [emphasis in original] included in the catalogs are those special collections of documents maintained on microform" (p.87). Many libraries, especially those employing SuDocs classification, do not catalog documents in any format, not only microform. This criticism notwithstanding, this is an excellent guide that will be of use to researchers and students in a wide range of social science disciplines.—David R. McDonald, Social Science Bibliographer, Farrell Library, Kansas State University, Manhattan.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST TO ACADEMIC LIBRARIANS


Intended as a basic list of Asian American titles for purchase by public libraries. Included are adult and children's titles covering the major Asian American groups: Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans, Korean Americans, and Filipino Americans.


Provides subject analysis of thirty serials in the area of trade and securities statistics.

Balachandran, Madhava. A Subject Approach to Business Reference Sources. Univ. of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science Occasional Papers, no. 128. Champaign, Ill.: Graduate School of Library Science, Univ. of Illinois, 1977. 45p. $2.00.


Guide to selected guides and publications about the two world wars. Each entry contains full bibliographic information on the publication.


Contains references to articles, books, and conference proceedings in the area of research and development management in industrial and government laboratories.
Our Microreaders cost less . . . much less. For the price of most competitive readers you can purchase two Dukane readers without sacrificing quality or performance. Dukane offers motorized or manual operation for both 35mm and 16mm roll film—with adaptors available for viewing fiche and aperture cards. The Microreader is designed for loading from a seated position with all controls conveniently located. Images are clear and sharply defined over the entire screen even under brightly lighted conditions. Dukane Microreaders feature rugged high quality construction designed to withstand rough daily use.

Dukane Microreaders carry a one year warranty on parts and labor and are UL Approved. GSA Contract GS-00S-45048.

Suggested Retail Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microreader</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dukane Manual Microreader</td>
<td>$455.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dukane Motorized Microreader, 18X</td>
<td>$680.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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“...A guide to programs and learning centers that provide advanced training in the thousands of jobs and professional specialties encompassed in more than 150 major career areas.”


Describes the restoration of the Corning Museum of Glass after the flood in June 1972 and offers suggestions for disaster planning the museum gained from the experience.


Consists of two major parts. Part One gives an overview of the mechanics of international trade from the standpoint of American companies. Part Two is a directory of business contacts, financing sources, insurance transport services, and a variety of other marketing and supporting services or references.


Twenty chapters containing quotations from biblical times to modern times on basic human themes. Some of the subjects covered are man, family, love, ethics, economics, and liberty and equality.


Includes annotations for 10,000 documents found in the serial set covering the American Indian. “...For each document the entry provides the Serial Set number, date, source, title and subjects covered.”


Discusses “the procedure to be followed by public librarians in developing their programs to serve the illiterate.” Sample programs, funding sources, and kinds of material needed for the literacy collection are given.


Recent Publications / 555


Current guide to reference materials reviewed in such publications as Booklist, Choice, and Library Journal. "Information for each publication includes verified main entry, full bibliographic information and price, LC headings, Dewey numbers, and annotations and review quotations from selected sources."


"A comprehensive listing of published catalogs, currently available, which are devoted to nonprint educational media."


Alphabetical listing by country or political territory of heads of state and principal government ministers. Their place and date of birth and death are given, where the information is known.


Guide to articles, books, conference proceedings, and reviews covering all aspects of government documents librarianship.


Essays discuss the most recent progress taking place in science research laboratories throughout the world.


Women's History Research Center. Female Artists Past and Present. Berkeley, Calif.: Women's History Research Center, 1974. 158p. $6.00 to individual women. $7.00 to groups and institutions. (Available from Women's History Research Center, Inc., 2325 Oak St., Berkeley, CA 94708.)

A directory/bibliography of women in the visual arts. Individual women have been listed alphabetically according to the media in which they work.

Women's History Research Center. Films By and/or About Women, 1973: Directory of Filmmakers, Films, and Distributors Internationally, Past and Present. Berkeley, Calif.: Women's History Research Center, 1972. 72p. $3.00 to individual women. $5.00 to groups and institutions. (Available from Women's History Research Center, Inc., 2325 Oak St., Berkeley, CA 94708.)